
Oklahoma State University's Haley Kinney (left) and Dr. Caitlin Barnes speak to attendees at the OGWA annual conference.
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OSU hosts annual state groundwater conference for
first time
Thursday, January 6, 2022

Media Contact: Mack Burke | Editorial Coordinator | 405-744-5540 | news@okstate.edu

For many, running water is taken for granted. If you turn on the tap, it’s there.

But, the pool of professionals in charge of ensuring that clean water continues to flow is drastically diminishing. According to the American
Geoscience Institute, there are more than 135,000 open positions in the industry now. 

Oklahoma State University is taking action to meet this need as it has partnered with the National Ground Water Association (NGWA) to
create educational opportunities that will provide crucial training for these positions.

As a result of OSU’s partnership with the NGWA, the university hosted the Oklahoma Ground Water AssociationAnnual Conference and
Trade Show on Wednesday and Thursday at the Wes Watkins Center. The annual event, which has been held nearly every January since
2003, came to Stillwater for the first time after many years in Norman, Oklahoma.

“These types of partnerships are really a win-win,” said Dr. Glen Krutz, dean of OSU’s College of Arts and Sciences (CAS). “It’s where folks in
the industry are learning things that will help them be more effective, more profitable for companies, more effective for society, better
stewards and users of the resource. On the academic side, it gives students an opportunity to learn the craft through experiential learning.
So it's a huge win-win, and we're really proud to be partnering with the National Groundwater Association and proud to be hosting this
conference.”

A vendor demonstrates new technology in groundwater pumps in the Wes Watkins Center.

A main talking point of the event was the new NGWA University powered by OSU — which has developed a training course titled Drilling
Basics Online that can be used for certification as well as college credit — along with the Awesome Aquifer 360, a tool for K-12 students to
learn about groundwater careers. 

The partnership is the result of a 2018 meeting between Dr. Caitlin Barnes and Dr. Todd Halihan of OSU and Robert Keyes, founder of
Associated Environmental Industries and NGWA board member.

Keyes had noticed many people coming into the industry lacked training, even those
who had been in the industry for decades like himself. He realized there had to be a way
to provide more education across the board for those in the groundwater industry.

“I reached out to OSU, and it was the only university that, as me and my committee did
the research, was the only one that we felt that was in position to take the focus of
groundwater, and take it to the next generation,” Keyes said.

Barnes, assistant director of outreach for CAS and an adjunct professor in
OSU's Boone Pickens School of Geology said the timing of the meeting was
serendipitous. By the time the world was reeling at the beginning of the COVID-19

pandemic, OSU and the NGWA were already working on online educational opportunities so they were ahead of the curve.

“Pre-pandemic, [Keyes] was thinking we need accessible online training that is quick and fast for our workforce right now,” Barnes said. “So
he brought to our attention that we have a major problem and a major gap in the workforce. We need more people interested and really
wanting to join us. So our plans are to take some training and make it what the customers need, and what the participants want.”

The NGWA choosing OSU was also a result of the university having people like Halihan in place who could help build the Drilling Basics
Online course and have it not only meet national certifications, but also be a course to provide college credit.

“We had to get some infrastructure in place on the OSU side to build content like this,” Halihan said. “But it was very, very helpful that we
had a Ph.D. in hydrogeology in Extension. A Ph.D. in hydrogeology over in the safety program and a Ph.D. in hydrogeology over in geology.
We could really cover these topics in a way we couldn't have before.”

Drilling Basics Online consists of five, eight-hour courses of general workplace safety, geology and groundwater, hydrogeology and fluid
mechanics, rig types and well design, as well as drill rig safety.

“They'll have the context of what they're trying to do overall, what the geology and
hydrogeology is,” Halihan said. “They have that context so that when they're standing
behind the rig, they're not just pulling levers, they understand what they're doing and
what things they've got to be worried about, for their own safety, the safety of others,
and then for the safety of the water supply. Because if you don't install that well right
you end up with contaminated water and that's not good."

Two of the five courses launched in December with the other three starting up over the
next six months. Barnes said the selling point of the program is that it can be done
anywhere and at students’ own pace.

Dr. Chris Francisco, OSU interim vice provost, said there are even scholarship opportunities for the program, which could help bring even
more skilled workers into the field.

“We are really excited about being able to use this as our pilot project and hopefully being able to expand it a little bit more in this area,”
Francisco said. “We think this is one of the most vital areas that we need to respond to here in Oklahoma.”

Drill rigs and special equipment showcased on the trade show floor at the OGWA conference.

Barnes said as far as using the program for college credit, students have to be enrolled, but don’t have to be in the degree field. However,
since each course stacks on top of another, the hope is it becomes an area students want to go into as they will have knocked out a
significant portion of credits already should they complete the program.

“The student can stack things as they like. So they can take particular skills courses that will help them in the workplace,” Krutz said. “But
we've set them up so that they can set right into a program if they want to do a full degree with us.”

Josh McClintock, executive director of the OGWA, said he was blown away by what OSU is doing for groundwater education, as well as how
organized the conference was for it being the first in-person event since 2020 for the OGWA.

“The folks like coming to hear this stuff in person and get to see things in person and get some hands-on training,” McClintock said. “And
that's why I think we can do that here a lot better than anywhere else we've ever done this conference. So I think the sentiment from the
board, and certainly from my perspective, is we're going to come back every year, because this has been a really good experience so far.”

Krutz said OSU making a foray into the groundwater industry by providing the NGWA University, as well as a hopeful new home for the OGWA
conference, speaks to OSU’s commitment to serve the state of Oklahoma. 

“The fact that we have, as you mentioned, groundwater operations throughout the states, it really dovetails nicely with the notion of OSU as
the land-grant university serving the entire state,” Krutz said. "The representation of folks from across the state and the region here today
are a really good example of that."

College of Arts and Sciences Wes Watkins Center boone pickens school of geology national groundwater association
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CAS faculty, staff honored at University Awards
Convocation
Friday, December 8, 2023

Media Contact: Elizabeth Gosney | CAS Marketing and Communications Manager | 405-744-7497 | egosney@okstate.edu

Several College of Arts and Sciences faculty, staff and administrators were recognized for their contributions during the 2023 University
Awards Convocation held Monday, Dec. 4, on OSU’s Stillwater campus. In total, the college received 19 awards.  

“It was exciting to see so many CAS faculty and staff among the University Award winners,” said Dr. Thad Leffingwell, CAS interim associate
dean for faculty support and associate dean for facilities. “All were more than deserving and it was great to see them recognized among so
many outstanding peers from across the university.” 

 CAS Winners: 

Jack Pashin, Geology. Recognized as a newly appointed regents professor. 

Mostafa Elshahed, Microbiology and Molecular Genetics. Recognized as a newly appointed regents professor. 

Ramesh Kaipa, Communication Sciences and Disorders. Received the President’s Fellows Research Award. 

An Cheng, English. Received the Regents Distinguished Research Award. 

Rolf Prade, Microbiology and Molecular Genetics. Received the Regents Distinguished Research Award. 

Erika Lutter, Microbiology and Molecular Genetics. Received the Regents Distinguished Teaching Award.  

Matthew Schauer, History. Received the Regents Distinguished Teaching Award. 

Erica Townsend-Bell, Political Science. Received the Dr. Patricia A. Bell Inclusive Excellence Faculty Award. 

Corinne Schwarz, Sociology. Received the Women’s Faculty Council Outstanding Achievement and Mentorship of Women Rising Star Award. 

Lanette Lopez-Compton, Music. Received the Women’s Faculty Council Outstanding Achievement and Mentorship of Women Inspiring Excellence Award. 

John McGuire, School of Media and Strategic Communications. Recognized as the Welch/Bridgewater Chair in Sports Journalism. 

Mary Hileman, Geology. Received the Excellence in Teaching Award for Adjunct Faculty.

Caleb Hamman, CAS Student Academic Services. Received the Advising Excellence Award.

Christopher Fennell, Chemistry. Received the Advising Excellence Award.

Douglas Miller, History. Received the Distinguished Early Career Faculty Award.

Xu Zhang, Mathematics. Received the Distinguished Early Career Faculty Award.

Flera Rizatdinova, Physics. Received the faculty Leave the Ladder Down Award.

Tamara Mix, Sociology. Received the administrator University Service Award.

Angie Sneed, Outreach, Online Learning and Communications. Received the staff University Service Award.  

 

CAS Chemistry College of Arts and Sciences Communication Sciences and Disorders Department of English Department of Microbiology and Molecular Genetics

Department of Physics Department of Sociology English Geology History Mathematics Michael and Anne Greenwood School of Music

Microbiology and Molecular Genetics OSU School of Media and Strategic Communications Physics Political Science Sociology boone pickens school of geology
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OSU, National Groundwater Association collaborate to
create training program
Tuesday, February 23, 2021

A collaboration between Oklahoma State University and the National Groundwater Association aims to address a projected shortfall of
geoscience workers and improve access to groundwater that is essential for people around the world. 

Capturing groundwater is not possible without the proper workforce of water-well drilling contractors and pump installers who access and
deliver groundwater for the use of drinking water, irrigation and other industries.

NGWA and OSU are creating a series of groundwater training courses delivered online with future development of classroom and field
courses. The program will offer career development opportunities for industry professionals, university students and entry-level workers,
and can prepare them for rigorous certification exams or could lead to university degrees. These courses will improve the safety and skills
of drilling industry members and systematically address the critical shortage of professionals in the industry.

“As a land-grant institution, Oklahoma State’s mission is to address issues facing our state, nation and world,” said OSU President Burns
Hargis. “As one of the few universities with a long history in groundwater education, we know that 98.5 percent of the drinking water
available to people is in the ground. We also know that the infrastructure supporting groundwater needs to modernize, and we are proud to
do our part to address the issue.”

National Groundwater Association CEO Terry S. Morse, CAE, CIC, said a significant number of knowledgeable and experienced geoscientists
are aging into retirement.

“Even prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the field was projected to face a shortfall of 135,000 workers by 2022,” Morse added. “We need to
train the next group of people who will manage groundwater and operate these rigs. That is obviously a serious problem not just for the
industry, but for everyone considering that access to clean water increases life expectancy by 20-plus years. So NGWA was compelled to
address this problem, and OSU will help us meet this challenge.”

Dr. Todd Halihan, a professor in OSU’s Boone Pickens School of Geology, agreed, noting that 44 percent of Americans rely on water from
wells provided by the groundwater industry.

“Groundwater is the most stable water resource and doesn’t suffer from evaporation like surface reservoirs. People don’t realize how much
groundwater research and infrastructure is here in Oklahoma from federal and university researchers, and industrial partners in drilling and
consulting,” Halihan said. “It just makes sense to establish this collaboration between OSU and NGWA, a win-win for both their association
and our university, and it will benefit countless individuals who rely on groundwater. 

The first course in the new program is Drilling Basics Online, a series of five, eight-hour sessions developed through the collaboration of
industry professionals, scientists, engineers and experts in online education. The course covers the skills and competencies tested for on
groundwater drilling exams.

Up to 5,000 people are expected to participate in this course in just the first two years, and it has unlimited capacity to accommodate high
volumes of participants at any given time. Because it is self-paced and delivered entirely online, it is ideal for the non-drilling days of
workforce employees as well as for those working at home and the currently unemployed.

OSU and NGWA are excited the initial funding for the program is in place and has been provided by private donors and industry sponsors.

NGWA and OSU have the established infrastructure for this program and have gained interested collaborators both nationally and
internationally. Additional land-grant universities may deliver course content in the field, and the program may even expand internationally
based on demand.

MEDIA CONTACT: Jacob Longan | Coordinator of Communications and Marketing, OSU College of Arts and Sciences | 405-744-7497 |  
jacob.longan@okstate.edu 

College of Arts and Sciences boone pickens school of geology drilling basics online geoscience national groundwater association
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Terry Morse

New OSU collaboration aims to improve global access
to groundwater
Thursday, September 30, 2021

Media Contact: Jacob Longan | Coordinator of Communications and Marketing | 405-744-7497 | jacob.longan@okstate.edu

A collaboration between Oklahoma State University and the National Groundwater Association aims to improve access to groundwater
around the world by addressing a projected shortfall of geoscience workers.

Capturing groundwater is not possible without a proper workforce of water-well drilling contractors and pump installers who access and
deliver groundwater for drinking water, irrigation and industries.

NGWA University Powered by OSU is creating a series of groundwater training courses delivered online with classroom and field courses
being developed for the future. The program will offer career development opportunities for industry professionals, university students and
entry-level workers, and it can prepare them for rigorous certification exams or could lead to university degrees. These courses will improve
the safety and skills of drilling industry members and systematically address the critical shortage of professionals in the industry.

OSU President Kayse Shrum called this program “a wonderful example of how we fulfill the land-grant mission.”

“We look for opportunities to address the modern issues facing our state, nation and world,” she added. “OSU has a long history in
groundwater education, so we understand that 98.5 percent of the drinking water available to people is in the ground. We are proud to
collaborate with the NGWA to address this issue.”

National Groundwater Association CEO Terry S. Morse, CAE, CIC, said many knowledgeable and experienced geoscientists are aging into
retirement.

“Even prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the field was projected to face a
shortfall of 135,000 workers by 2022,” Morse added. “We need to train the
next group of people who will manage groundwater and operate these rigs.
That is obviously a serious problem, not just for the industry, but for
everyone considering that access to clean water increases life expectancy
by 20-plus years. So NGWA was compelled to address this problem, and
OSU will help us meet this challenge.”

Dr. Todd Halihan, a professor in OSU’s Boone Pickens School of Geology,
agreed, noting that 44 percent of Americans rely on water from wells
provided by the groundwater industry.

“Groundwater is the most stable water resource and doesn’t suffer from
evaporation like surface reservoirs. People don’t realize how much
groundwater research and infrastructure is here in Oklahoma from federal
and university researchers, and industrial partners in drilling and
consulting,” Halihan said. “It just makes sense to establish this
collaboration between OSU and NGWA, a win-win for both their association
and our university, and it will benefit countless individuals who rely on
groundwater.”

The first course in the new program is Drilling Basics Online, a series of five,
eight-hour sessions developed with the collaboration of industry
professionals, scientists, engineers and experts in online education. The course covers the skills and competencies tested for on
groundwater drilling exams.

Up to 5,000 people are expected to participate in this course in just the first two years, and it has unlimited capacity to accommodate high
volumes of participants at any given time. Because it is self-paced and delivered entirely online, it is ideal for the non-drilling days of
workforce employees as well as for those working from home and the currently unemployed.

Dr. Caitlin Barnes, director of NGWA University Powered by OSU, called it a
wonderful collaboration.

“NGWA has an excellent vision for addressing a serious problem, and we
are proud to be part of it,” Barnes said. “They already have training
materials and industry experts, so through OSU’s existing infrastructure in
outreach and innovation in online education, we can help reach new
audiences and make this training accessible in a way that it hasn’t been
before. Enrollees can participate anywhere and anytime.”
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Duane Smith, director of the Oka Institute, and OSU faculty members Sabrina Beckmann, Todd Halihan, Caitlin Barnes, Tingying Xu and Yipeng Zhang gather on
East Central University campus in Ada, Oklahoma, on Oct. 5.

Dr. Todd Halihan

Dr. Caitlin Barnes

The initial funding for the program is in place, thanks to the generosity of
Robert C. Keyes & Associated Environmental Industries Corp., Franklin
Electric, PumpsOK, and David Traut & Traut Cos.

Because groundwater issues are global, NGWA University Powered by OSU
is designed to allow international participation. For example, some funding
has already been secured to offer the curriculum in Spanish. Other
languages will be added.

The program is also in the process of making all content keyboard-
accessible to meet the needs of a diverse audience.

While Drilling Basics is entirely online, more courses are being created to
prepare participants for other certification exams. In fact, NGWA University
Powered by OSU plans to unveil a total of five before the annual NGWA Groundwater Week in December.

Unlike Drilling Basics, some of the courses will require hands-on experience. To address that need, OSU will be hosting workshops locally
and is pursuing partnerships with universities across the country to host more.

Another way OSU is addressing groundwater issues is to increase interest
in and awareness of geoscience for students before they even reach
college. The new digitized Awesome Aquifer kit includes online
components that allows K-12 students to participate in virtual exercises
such as manipulating the water table and visualizing aquifer recharge.
Teachers receive physical kits that allow students to take turns with other
exercises such as pouring water on rocks and noting the reactions.

“The digital version of the kit alongside the physical version allows us to
reach more students than ever,” Barnes said. “It reduces certain barriers,
like access to supplies, and creates a game-like educational experience.
We want it to be easy, fun and entertaining while teaching about
groundwater concepts. We want students to understand these concepts
before they get to college. We want them to understand that access to
groundwater is a long-term solution to fresh water access, and that
pursuing a career in this field is as fun and interesting as it is crucial to our
society.”

Donors can help fund the development of NGWA University Powered by
OSU courses, or purchase Awesome Aquifer kits for schools. For more
information, visit cas.okstate.edu/ngwa. For questions, contact Caitlin
Barnes at caitlin.barnes@okstate.edu.

Photos By: College of Arts and Sciences

Story By: Jacob Longan | CONNECT Magazine

College of Arts and Sciences Connect Magazine Magazine boone pickens school of geology national groundwater association
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OSU receives $2M EPA grant to research enhanced
aquifer recharge
Wednesday, October 11, 2023

Media Contact: Elizabeth Gosney | CAS Marketing and Communications Manager | 405-744-7497 | egosney@okstate.edu

On Sept. 21, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency announced that Oklahoma State University geology professor Dr. Todd Halihan, is
the recipient of a nearly $2 million research grant to study the use and risks of enhanced aquifer recharge (EAR) to improve groundwater
availability and quality. 

Along with his team of researchers at OSU, Halihan will collaborate with the Oka’ Institute at East Central University in Ada, Oklahoma, and
Texas State University in San Marcos, to develop innovative monitoring and analysis strategies for rural EAR structures.  

“We have spent about a century pumping groundwater out of our aquifers, and it is showing,” Halihan said. “This grant gives a chance for
rural stakeholders and groundwater scientists to work out the best way to safely get the water back into the ground.” 

On Oct. 5, representatives from OSU, ECU, EPA, the Oka’ Institute, the Chickasaw Nation and the City of Ada gathered on ECU’s campus to
celebrate the grant, which is bringing these groups together on a unique collaboration with local, national and international impacts. 

“Forty percent of the drinking water in the United States comes from karst aquifers,” said Duane Smith, executive director of the Oka’
Institute, explaining that Halihan will focus his research on the karstic Arbuckle-Simpson Aquifer in Ada. “So, when EPA looks at the
Arbuckle-Simpson, it’s not just for the city of Ada — it’s about world-class research that affects many millions of people across the United
States. It’s why this research is so important.” 

At the Oct. 5 announcement, Halihan outlined the long history of Oklahoma’s involvement with groundwater, including the Robert S. Kerr
Environment Research Center in Ada and OSU’s Frank Eaton, aka Pistol Pete, who dug wells with a shovel and dynamite. 

“Oklahoma is the world’s center of groundwater,” Halihan said. “It’s got the national center for groundwater research sitting down in Ada.
You’ve got Oklahoma State that’s spent decades dealing with groundwater, including the interaction between groundwater and the
petroleum industry. You’ve got major organizations like American Association of Petroleum Geoscientists. The National Ground Water
Association is located in Ohio, but they like Oklahoma so much they partnered with us to do NGWA University at Oklahoma State.  

“People don’t realize Oklahoma has all this stuff, and Oklahoma has a focus on groundwater.”  

Joining Halihan as co-principal investigators on the research grant are Dr. Sabrina Beckmann, OSU Department of
Microbiology and Molecular Genetics; Drs. Tingying Xu and Yipeng Zhang, OSU Boone Pickens School of Geology; Dr. Robert Agnew, OSU
Fire Protection and Safety; Dr. Robert Mace, TSU Department of Geography and Environmental Studies; and Dr. Guy Sewell, ECU (emeritus
faculty) and the Oka’ Institute. 

“If you look at the caliber of the scientists in the room today, there is no better team on the field,” said Chickasaw Nation Natural Resources
Director Kris Patton at the Oct. 5 announcement event. “This is a monumental day for East Central, but also for the community around us,
and working together is the key aspect.”

The Chickasaw Nation and the City of Ada have committed significant funds over the years to water quality and availability in the region,
bolstering the efforts of ECU, EPA and now OSU.

“This is a challenging time for water availability,” said Greg Sayles, director at EPA’s Center for Environmental Solutions and Emergency
Response. “This work will help us secure water quantity, but we’ll also study the vulnerability of that water so we can make good decisions
and good plans ahead on how to use aquifer recharge responsibly and take care of the next generation."

Up next for the team of collaborators is meeting with stakeholders and instrumenting the research site to watch storm events move
through the subsurface. Over the coming years, the researchers will monitor natural and enhanced recharge locations for patterns
associated with changes in water quality.  

“We’ll then evaluate artificially created recharge structures to determine how effective they can be in increasing recharge and determining if
we can quantify the amount to credit landowners with increasing recharge to the aquifer,” Halihan said.

“The results of the project are expected to allow us to expand recharge projects across the U.S. and internationally to recharge aquifers,
potentially limit flooding during intense precipitation events and ensure that the process is done safely to protect water quality. In
particular, we will be assisting the citizens and industries of southern Oklahoma to ensure a stable, clean water supply far into the future.”

To learn more about the research grant, visit the EPA website. The work already under way will be highlighted in the OkaCon Water
Sustainability Conference in November. Visit www.okainstitute.org/okacon2023 for more details. 

CAS CAS research College of Arts and Sciences College of Engineering Architecture and Technology Department of Microbiology and Molecular Genetics

Fire Protection and Safety Geology NGWAU Research boone pickens school of geology hydrogeology
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Dr. Jim Puckette

Geology's Jim Puckette receives two awards from
American Association of Petroleum Geologists
Monday, November 13, 2023

Media Contact: Elizabeth Gosney | CAS Marketing and Communications Manager | 405-744-7497 | egosney@okstate.edu

Dr. Jim Puckette of the Boone Pickens School of Geology at Oklahoma State University recently received two awards from the American
Association of Petroleum Geologists Midcontinent Sectional Conference.

Puckette was first honored with the Robey H. Clark Memorial in recognition of his years of service and numerous contributions to the
science of geology.

“This award was a surprise to me and I'm honored to be considered in the same group as Tom Cronin and Dub
Peace, two successful geologists who also won the award,” Puckette said. “As one who champions Oklahoma
geology, the many years of presenting research results to the AAPG midcontinent section meetings and the
midcontinent geological societies must have caught up to me.”

Puckette expressed his desire for the Robey H. Clark Memorial Award to encourage other geologists to continue
working in and studying the geology of Oklahoma and neighboring states.

“This award is for long-term service, so I hope students recognize how important service to and participating in
professional organizations is to any career,” Puckette said.

He added that it is crucial to work together as faculty, students and alumni to put OSU in a positive light through meaningful applied
research in support of the industry.

Along with fellow researchers Brandon Stukey and Cory Godwin, Puckette also received the Roger L. Planalp award for best poster at the
AAPG meeting. The poster’s project was completed two years ago, but due to the frequency of the AAPG Midcontinent Section
conferences, Puckette was just able to receive the honor on behalf of the team this October. 

“I hope that accepting the Roger L. Planalp award for my co-authors will urge students and professionals alike to present their work and
continue learning in the process by listening to and discussing science with other geologists," Puckette said. 

To learn more about the Boone Pickens School of Geology, visit the department's website. 

Story By: Adeola Favour, CAS graduate assistant | fadeola@okstate.edu
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